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FROM THE EDITOR

More voices need to be heard
on new funding formula

L

Veronica Anderson

ife isn’t easy when you’re a financial guinea
pig. Take Tarkington Elementary, for instance.
It is one of three so-called performance
schools—district-run schools with special
privileges—that are doing a test run of a new funding formula, one that is supposed to make sure
that money follows kids. Called per-pupil budgeting, or sometimes student-based budgeting, the
formula allocates dollars to schools based on their
size and needs of their student populations.

This year, Tarkington was slated
to get enough money to run a school
for 800 kids, many of them poor and
some of them in need of bilingual
education. When actual student
counts were taken in October, the
school had an extra 90 kids enrolled.
Ordinarily in a per-pupil budgeting
system, this would entitle Tarkington
to more money—under the CPS formula, an extra $5,075 per child.
But Chicago Public Schools is
working out the kinks of its per-pupil
funding formula, so Tarkington Principal Vincent Iturralde, who maxed
out class sizes to bolster his school’s
budget, is in a holding pattern. District officials say that sometime soon,
they will settle on a new formula, one
that will smooth out the bottom line
impact of large swings in enrollment.
Then Tarkington’s current year budget will be recalculated.
If the new formula results in more
money, Tarkington will get it, says J.R.
Tomkinson, a CPS project manager
and go-to guy on per-pupil budgeting.
On the other hand, if it yields less, “we
will hold them harmless,” he adds.
“But we’re waiting to see, instead of
giving them extra money and then
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having to take it away again.”
Such is life for performance
schools in the pilot zone. Two others—
Pershing West and Uplift—are in the
exact opposite position, having fewer
students enrolled than anticipated. In
the real world of per-pupil budgeting,
both schools would lose money, but
that won’t happen this year.
Charter schools, which have been
using per-pupil budgeting since they
were created, haven’t gotten that
break. Student counts are taken
twice a year, and schools gain or lose
money as a result. Also, getting
enough money to pay for special
education has been a major sticking
point. Earlier this year, a special task
force was convened to come up with
a special ed funding formula for
charter schools that would cover
expenses beyond staffing. “It’s possible to set a per-pupil rate, or at least a
per-classroom rate, despite differences in disabilities,” says Elizabeth
Delaney Purvis, director of Chicago
Charter School Foundation.
Meanwhile, Chicago Public
Schools is taking it slow, getting
expert advice from a private consulting firm and weighing a plan to con-

vert an elite group of schools to perpupil funding next year. That’s when
the real fun will begin, as district officials try persuading veteran principals, who know their way around traditional budgeting, to get on board.
“Certainly, it is our plan that [these]
schools go on per-pupil funding next
year, but we’re not going to commit to
anything definite,” says Tomkinson.
Already a few of these principals
are wary of the impact the new budgeting system will have on their bottom line. Many say they don’t know
much about it. The principal of one
North Side school says student-based
budgeting sounds more equitable
and hopes it will bring more money
to schools that are currently losing
poverty funding because fewer poor
kids are enrolled.
In fact, per-pupil funding will
mean less money for schools that
enroll better-off kids, unless CPS factors something into the formula to
offset that effect. Unfortunately, most
of what the district is doing to address
funding equity here has been behind
the scenes and without much input
from educators and school leaders.
“We expect that in the long-run,
per-pupil funding will be a great tool
for promoting equity and increasing
principal autonomy,” says Tomkinson. “But we do realize that it’s going
to be a challenge. That’s why we’re
trying to be very careful and deliberate about it.”
Careful and deliberate are good.
Inclusive and transparent would be a
whole lot better.

HIGH SCHOOL TRUANCY

Ditching has
domino effect

In
review
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he more a student misses class, the more likely he is
to fail the course. The more courses she fails, the less
likely she is to graduate on time. But freshmen don’t
know those equations. In spring 2004, 49 percent of
freshmen missed more than two weeks of school in a
major subject, according to research by the Consortium on
Chicago School Research. Some were officially absent, but
others were simply cutting class. Schools have few
resources to solve this problem. COVER STORY: PAGE 6
PRINCIPAL LEADS CHARGE AT GAGE PARK
How one school raised its attendance rate four percentage points in two years. PAGE 11

SMALL SCHOOLS NO DETERRENT TO TRUANCY
Subdivided high schools no better on attendance than before . PAGE 13

1990: Acting on a suit filed by the Chicago
Principals and Administrators Association, the Illinois
Supreme Court declares the School Reform Act
unconstitutional because local school council
election procedures do not provide for “one person,
one vote.” The Legislature subsequently enacts
short-term and long-term fixes.
1995: Taking advantage of new outsourcing options
in the 1995 amendments to the School Reform Act,
the board approves paying private firms $100 million
to do school repairs.
2000: The board raises the bar for prospective principals, increasing the amount of course work that
candidates must complete and requiring them to
submit to more complex screening procedures,
including registering and interviewing with a publicprivate review board.
For a school reform timeline stretching back to 1985, go
to www.catalyst-chicago.org and click on “reform history.”
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Student Celina Roman makes a difficult yoga pose look easy at Passages
Charter, a diverse school that enrolls a mostly immigrant population.
See story, page 19.

3 new school principals
buy ‘almost everything
we want’
Private tutors withdraw
after 11th-hour cuts

Go to the Catalyst web site,
www.catalyst-chicago.org,
for Publisher Linda Lenz’s Q&A
with award-winning Boston
Supt. Thomas Payzant.
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TIMELINE
Oct. 1: Truancy march Oct. 11: Year-round
State Sen. James Meeks leads
a group of teachers, parents
and school officials through
West Englewood, looking for
160 truants from Harper
High. Most of the kids aren’t
home. But Meeks, who is
also a minister, persuades
one young man who missed
a year of school to re-enroll.
Other missing students had
moved, weren’t in school
because of medical problems or were in jail. Several
teachers at Harper were in
danger of losing their jobs
because the truant students
caused a drop in enrollment.

Mayor Richard Daley says
summer vacation is “ridiculous” and calls for year-round
school, suggesting that the
district offer educational
camps during the summer.
But School Board President
Michael Scott says the district
can’t afford to keep teachers
on the payroll over the summer months. Most Chicago
students attend school 180
days per year, but some charter schools have longer years
and longer days than regular
public schools. The state
requires 176 days of school
per year.

Oct. 13: Community
schools
The district announces
plans to open 35 new community schools, which stay
open on evenings and weekends and provide both academics and recreation for
students and programs for
parents and residents, such
as ESL and GED courses.
The latest list of schools
includes charters and new
Renaissance schools. Officials say the added schools
will insure that the district
meets its goal of having 100
community schools by 2007.

ELSEWHERE
Ohio: Value-added
Ohio is preparing to implement a “valueadded” model to measure students’ academic progress, according to the Oct. 13
Cleveland Plain Dealer. A task force is working on how to put the model in place by
2007. Every student in the state has been
given an identification number to allow
educators to track grades and test scores
even if students change schools. A pilot
project is already in the works in 42 districts.

Arizona: Tax breaks
Citing lagging salaries and the rising cost of
housing, the state superintendent of
instruction wants to give tax credits to educators in public and private schools,
according to the Oct. 12 Arizona Republic.
Supt. Tom Horne, who holds the elected
post and faces re-election next year, has
proposed giving a $2,500 credit to teachers

as well as school counselors, psychologists
and librarians. At least two state senators,
including the Senate president, are considering sponsoring the plan. But the state’s
largest teachers group opposes any plan
that includes private school teachers, and
says teachers should get higher salaries
instead. The average public school teacher
in Arizona earns $42,000 annually.

Massachusetts: Longer day, year
At least 20 school districts are considering
plans to lengthen their school days,
according to the Oct. 3 Boston Globe.
Boston, Springfield and Worcester are
among the districts that may add an extra
two hours to the school day, with the cost
paid by a special state grant. Springfield is
also considering adding 20 days to the
school year. Districts competing for the
grant funds must show that parents and
teachers support the idea.

IN SHORT
“How else do you know what your kids need and how to plan your
curriculum?”
Legacy Charter School Principal Lisa Kenner, on why the North Lawndale school will
administer five diagnostic reading tests per year. The district recently scrapped the Iowa
tests and plans to replace them with three reading assessments per year.
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In his best-selling book “The Shame of
the Nation: The Return of Apartheid
Schooling in America,” Jonathan Kozol
argues that public schools are further
away than ever from the goal of equal,
integrated education set in the U.S.
Supreme Court’s landmark 1954 Brown
vs. Board of Education ruling. Kozol, a
former teacher, spoke with Contributing
Editor Alexander Russo about the mainstream media’s education reporting, the
pitfalls of education reforms and what it
will take to achieve the goals of Brown.
Tell me about the name of the book.
The shame of the nation is not simply that
the U.S. Supreme Court has ripped the guts out
of the Brown decision, but also that the mainstream media refuse to address this issue in
blunt and honest terms. A Black and Latino
school, with about 1,000 kids, typically receives
$1 million less every year than a white school of
the same size. The percentage of black kids who
now go to integrated schools is at its lowest level
since 1968. This means that we have not simply
turned our back entirely on Brown vs. Board of
Education. It means that we haven’t even lived
up to the tainted promises of Plessy v. Ferguson,
the ruling that schools could be segregated so
long as they were equal. For the Black and Latino
kids who go to these squalid, segregated, overcrowded, under-funded schools, it makes no difference whether they are isolated from the rest
of society by force of law or the force of economic and social factors.They receive the kind of education that no white suburb would ever tolerate.
What is it going to take to get more
integration?
We need a [constitutional] amendment to
address the inequalities in funding because we
are never going to solve this problem at the
local level. As for breaking down the walls of
segregation, that’s going to take an all-out
political movement. It’s not going to come
from litigation [or] the present makeup of the
U.S. Supreme Court.
What do you think about school reform
efforts, whether in Chicago or other cities?
Look, I’ll do anything I can to support good
teachers and principals in inner-city schools. But
virtually all the highly touted efforts that we hear
about these days are simply efforts to prove successful segregation. Every few years some expert

ASK CATALYST
Some Chicago schools have just joined a program that gives them
more autonomy from central office. How does becoming
autonomous change a school’s day-to-day operation?
Paul Swisher, LSC community representative, Walter Payton High

says we have a new and scientific plan to demonstrate that segregated, non-equal schools can be
successful. These plans are heavily boosted by the
press. Five years, 10 years later they’re declared a
failure, and then school systems switch to another seven-point plan. So one year it’s separate,
non-equal schools that are smaller, then it’s separate, non-equal schools with pseudo-military discipline where children take great pride in wearing
uniforms. Or separate, non-equal schools with a
sociopathic reliance upon obsessive testing, or
separate, non-equal schools with lots of upbeat
slogans on the walls or incantations that the children have to chant. Well, in the long run, slogans
are not a good substitute for equal opportunity.
What about magnet schools—are they
effective?
Where there are good ones that genuinely
attract a racially mixed population, they have to
be supported to the hilt. In dramatic contrast,
most of the new small schools that are being
created are not racially integrated. In fact, they
tend to be more segregated because they generally are set up as niche academies. The small
schools movement runs the great risk of deepening racial isolation.

Beginning this year, 85 schools that met most of a list of more than a dozen criteria concerning student performance, school climate, management and special education status were given the chance to join the Autonomous Management and Performing Schools initiative, or AMPS. AMPS schools were freed from district rules on
curriculum, staff development, oversight and reporting procedures.
Principals say they now have more time for educational innovation. Carlos Azcoitia,
principal of Spry Elementary and Community Links High, says he attends fewer meetings and has more time for classroom visits and school improvement planning.
Donald Fraynd, principal of Jones College Prep, says it’s easier to manage his budget
because he no longer has to obtain multiple approvals and turn in a stream of paperwork to make changes. Repairs are quicker, he adds, because his engineer can call the
vendor directly. And CPS gave Jones the money to design its own teacher mentoring
program. “You can customize it to the unique needs of your school,” says Fraynd.

E-mail your question to <askcat@catalyst-chicago.org> or send it to Ask Catalyst, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Suite
500, Chicago, IL 60604.

MATH CLASS
Chicago expanded its reading specialist program for low-achieving schools last year, but the first crop of
specialists has failed to significantly raise reading scores, according to a September report from Designs

2001, the district hired a specialist for each of the 114 lowest-achieving schools. But
by 2005, average reading scores at those schools only inched up: Iowa scores rose to 25.6% at or
above national norms, from 23.7%; while ISAT scores rose to 29.1% meeting state standards,
from 22.8%. The district required every school on probation last year to hire 2 reading specialists.
for Change. In

FOOTNOTE

What about the consent decrees that
came out of the initial push to desegregate the schools?
Unfortunately, the federal courts are dismantling those decrees. There are plenty of districts
around the country where the suburbs have
teamed up with cities to create effective voluntary integration programs. An entire generation
of black kids has been educated in these first-rate,
highly funded integrated suburban schools. The
suburbs surrounding Chicago ought to [make] it
possible for any Chicago child to [transfer] to a
successful integrated school. And for those parents who don’t want to make such a choice, we
have to fight like hell to get Chicago the resources
that they have in New Trier.
KURT MITCHELL
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Ditching has
domino effect
S
By Elizabeth Duffrin

henice began cutting classes at
Tilden High in New
City shortly after
Christmas break
last year. She can’t
think of a reason other than “I
just got bored.” The 15-year-old
failed four classes that semester, greatly boosting the
chances she would not graduate on time.
Cutting was easy at Tilden.
Shenice often skipped her firstperiod reading class, she says,
and then ditched more classes
after lunch, making her escape
through a back door. “Security
guards are on each floor, but
most of them aren’t by a door,”
she explains. Only one teacher

ON THE WEB
Go to the Catalyst web site,
www.catalyst-chicago.org, for:
The percentage of freshmen at each
CPS high school who missed
substantial class time.
An outline of the School Board’s
truancy initiative and a sample of
responses from schools.
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Manyhigh schools lack the organization, staff and sense of urgency
needed to get kids to class, which is the essential first step toward
graduation.But Juarezand Farragut show what can be done.

ever called home about her
incessant cutting, she says.
While Tilden has one of the
city’s worst records for class
cutting, Catalyst reporting
indicates that many high
schools lack the organization,
staff and sense of urgency
needed to get kids to class.
The school district launched
a truancy initiative in 2003, but
it addressed only full-day
absences, not class cutting. And
it left the expense of dealing
with both problems largely to
schools. Schools don’t even get
an attendance clerk, let alone
staff to track down missing students. “Who do they expect is
going to do all this if they don’t
give you the positions?” asks
Wilfredo Ortiz, principal of
Gage Park High School.
During the spring semester
of 2004, nearly a third of freshmen—32 percent—missed at
least two weeks of school, and
16 percent missed more than a

month, according to CPS data
analyzed by the Consortium
on Chicago School Research.
But full-day absences are
only part of the problem. When
part-day absences, including
class-cutting, are figured in,
nearly half of freshmen—49
percent—missed more than
two weeks of school in a major
subject, and nearly a third—29
percent—missed more than a
month,
the
Consortium
reports.
After rising substantially
since the mid-1990s, official
high school attendance leveled off three years ago at
about 86 percent.
“Failure rate, dropout rate,
graduation rate—all are tied
to attendance,” observes Bill
Gerstein, principal of the
School of Entrepreneurship
on the South Shore campus.
Consortium
research
backs him up. For example, in
spring 2004, only 5 percent of

freshmen with perfect attendance in math class failed the
subject, the Consortium
found. The failure rate rose to
36 percent for kids who
skipped two to four weeks of
math, and to 80 percent for
kids who missed more than
four weeks.
Failed classes lead, in turn,
to delayed graduation. In one
recent study, the Consortium
found that freshmen who
failed just two semesters of a
core subject—and not necessarily the same one—cut their
chances of graduating on time
to 44 percent.
Truancy also has financial
consequences for the district,
which receives state funding
based on average daily attendance. For every 1 percentage
point increase, CPS stands to
gain $18 million, district officials say. In 2004-05, CPS
attendance was 92 percent—
86 percent in high schools—

JASON REBLANDO

Antonia Gomez of Farragut High’s parent patrol monitors hallways between class periods to deter tardiness and class cutting. Parent volunteers,
who also contact homes when kids skip class, are a big part of the school’s anti-truancy efforts.
compared to a state average of
94 percent.
Even kids who skip a single
class can drain money from
the district. Students must be
present for 300 instructional
minutes for their presence to
count as a full day of attendance, rather than a half day
or an absence. If the typical
student misses one class, he
dips below 300.

CUTTING IS EASY
At many high schools, cutting is easy, kids say. Where
cafeterias
aren’t
cleared
between periods, students
linger to chat with friends.
Where security is lax or insufficient, they stroll the hallways
or slip into the library or lunchroom. Mostly they just walk
out the door. “[It’s] not hard at
all,” says Aschalay Green, a
sophomore at Harlan High.
The city’s fire code bars
schools from locking exits
from the inside, and most

schools have too many to cover with security guards. (Crane
High School, for example, has
more than 40.) Video cameras
aren’t always a deterrent. “I put
a hood on,” one boy explains.
CPS is urging schools to
put alarms on exits, at the cost
of about $110 each, but many

have not done so, according to
Reginald Williams, the district’s associate director of
safety and security. “That’s the
best way to insure that students don’t get out.”
At some schools, the
response to ditching a class is
delayed, inconsistent or non-

existent, students say. Some
teachers call home, others
don’t. “One of my teachers told
me she was glad I cut,” reports
a sophomore boy at Tilden who
failed algebra last year. “She
said she was tired that day.”
Kids who say they don’t cut
class point to long-term goals

Farragut formula paying off
arragut High in Little Village, a large, lowincome neighborhood school that has seen
tough times, has one of the best attendance
records among Chicago’s neighborhood high schools.
Last school year, the official rate was 90 percent,
four points above the citywide average for high
schools. An analysis by the Consortium on Chicago
School Research suggests that class cutting is still a
problem, but Farragut’s numbers are better than the
district’s as a whole. In spring 2004, 42 percent of
freshmen missed more than two weeks in a major
subject, compared to a district average of 49 percent for freshmen.
Judging from the anti-truancy program Farragut

F

has put together, those figures are not a fluke.
The school has assigned three aides and three
parent volunteers to serve as attendance “case managers” for 10 or 15 homerooms apiece. The case
managers follow students throughout their high
school careers to get to know them, their parents and
issues that might interfere with attendance.
The first time a student cuts a class, the case
manager calls home and requests a parent conference, according to Assistant Principal Theresa Plascencia. If a parent can’t be reached, the case manager
makes a home visit, she says. “The [idea] is to deter
cutting before it becomes a problem.”
Elizabeth Duffrin
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ATTENDANCE RATE RISES, LEVELS OFF
High school attendance in CPS rose substantially
between 1995 and 2002. However, the rate has declined
slightly every year since 2003—even though CPS
launched a truancy initiative that year. Researchers
speculate that the prior improvement was due to better
prepared incoming freshmen.
90%
87 %
86%

79%
75%
1995 1996 1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003 2004

2005

Source: Chicago Public Schools Office of Accountability

ABSENCES HIT ALL PERIODS
Students are most likely to miss their first-period class,
but absences occur throughout the school day.

43%

Freshmen absent
more than 2 weeks
(spring 2004)

37%
33%

1st

2nd

3rd

31%

4th

36%

33%

5th

6th

35%

37%

7th

8th period

Note: The percentages include full-day absences, excused absences and class cutting.
Source: Consortium on Chicago School Research analysis of CPS data.

as reasons. Kira White, a sophomore at the School of Entrepreneurship, who plans on
becoming a mortician, says
she wants “to get my education and be smart.”
But with no short-term
consequences for cutting,
some students don’t think
about the long term. “It catches up with you,” says Patricia
Todd, a sophomore at Dunbar.
“Your momma comes up and
sees your report card,” she
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says, “And you’re like, ‘Dang!”
When kids cut, it’s important for schools to intervene
quickly, says Melissa Roderick,
a director of the Consortium
on Chicago School Research.
“A kid doesn’t become a
chronic skipper the first time
they skip. They become chronic when they go back to class
and they’re way behind.”

DITCHING PATTERNS
Kids cut for various rea-

“It takes a commitment by the [whole] building
to say we’re going to do the hard work to make
sure kids are in class.”
Melissa Roderick, director of the Consortium
on Chicago School Research
sons, but most fall into three
categories, according to Roderick, who was the principal
investigator in a 1997 Consortium study on truancy in CPS.
Each category requires a different approach, she says.
Kids who cut because they
are struggling and need extra
help may be reluctant to admit
it, her research found. “It takes
a little investigative work” to
ferret out that reason, she says.
When questioned, some such
students first would say simply
that they didn’t feel like going
to class.
Those who arrive late
repeatedly need a clear strategy
for getting to school on time.
“Someone has to sit down with
the kid and solve the problem.
Someone has to have a conversation with the family.”
And those who cut for trivial
reasons need a consequence,
like an after-school study hall.
“You just missed class so you
have to do extra work.”
Although these interventions seem straightforward,
they are not easily established
in a high school where kids collectively rack up hundreds of
cuts per week, Roderick notes.
A school needs an organized
system for identifying cutters, a
strategy for keeping parent contact information updated and
someone, like a counselor, to
intervene and figure out what
to do. “Somebody has got to be
backing up the teachers,” she
insists. “It takes a commitment
by the [whole] building to say
we’re going to do the hard work
to make sure kids are in class.”
That commitment appears
to be lacking at some schools.
At Chicago Vocational Career

Academy, for example, cutting
is rampant, according to data
from spring 2004. Overall, 72
percent of freshmen missed
more than two weeks in at
least one core subject that
semester. Even higher achievers cut. For example, freshmen who entered Chicago
Vocational reading above
grade level missed classes at a
higher rate than did freshmen
citywide whose reading scores
were in the bottom quartile.
When students miss class at
Chicago Vocational, teachers
are expected to call parents.
But those calls often don’t get
made, according to Victor Harbison, who taught social studies at the school for more than
five years before becoming a
principal intern this fall at
Jones College Prep. Only a few
teachers have phones set aside
for their use; the rest must borrow one from a counselor,
another teacher or a secretary,
“who says after awhile, ‘I need
that phone,’” Harbison says.
Further, it’s difficult for
teachers to know who is cutting and who is home sick,
Harbison explains. On any given day, 40 of his 115 students
might have been missing. The
attendance office would issue
teachers a list of students who
were absent from school to
compare with class attendance. But the list was long
and not in alphabetical order.
Teachers often neglected the
chore, according to Harbison,
and nobody enforced it. “No
one tracked cuts the entire
time I was there,” he says.
The principal of Chicago
Vocational, Marie Miles,
declined to comment on her

Ms. Burke keeps them coming
school’s attendance policies.
CPS has promoted a software package that would
allow teachers to enter class
attendance directly into a
computer so that cuts and
absences can be tracked easily. Two-thirds of schools now
have the software, but many
lack computers or internet
access in the classrooms,
according to CPS spokesman
Tim Tuten. Chicago Vocational, for one, tried online attendance briefly after purchasing
a laptop computer for every
teacher, but teachers were
reluctant to try it, and the initiative was dropped.
Chicago Vocational does
have an in-school detention
room for students caught cutting in the hallway, but otherwise, there are no consequences, according to a staff
person who asked not to be
identified. The school can’t
afford to pay teachers to monitor after-school or Saturday
detention, the staffer reports.
In contrast, Juarez High had
a class absentee rate that was
below the district average even
though it is a low-income,
neighborhood school that,
unlike Chicago Vocational, has
no special admission requirements. Since the late 1990s,
teachers there have taken
attendance directly on a computer. When a student cuts
class, a Saturday detention slip
automatically prints out in the
office, and parents are called,
according to Assistant Principal Juan Ocon. Teacher volunteers staff Saturday detention
and provide tutoring.
Before this school year,
students who failed to show
up for three detentions were
suspended unless a conference with their parents and a
counselor
turned
them
around. To keep such students from missing still more
school, Juarez now offers an
alternative: Parents can shadow their children for one to

JASON REBLANDO

English teacher LaTanya Burke gets high praise from her students for explaining things well. “She’ll go
over work 100 times if you need it,” says one. Here, she talks with a student during her third-period class.

tudents at South Shore’s School of Entrepreneurship admit to cutting class when they feel tired,
bored, frustrated or simply in the mood to hang
out with friends. But Ms. Burke’s English class is one
they don’t want to miss.
And it’s not because her class is all fun and games.
On a Tuesday in mid-October, LaTanya Burke
chides her third-period seniors for their sloppy writing
habits, in particular the hackneyed introduction, “In
this paper I will talk about ...”
That’s like telling a friend, “In this conversation,
I’m going to tell you about my boyfriend cheating on
me,” says an exasperated Burke, as her students
chuckle. “You don’t do that.”
Burke, now in her sixth year of teaching, is not
easy to please. Poorly done assignments, like this latest round of essays, get returned for revision. Cursing
in her presence brings a 25-cent fine.
But through her no-nonsense, often sarcastic
demeanor, shine a warmth and enthusiasm that connect with kids.
“She comes at us like she’s our momma,” explains
freshman Jacqueline Thompson, who asked Burke to
call her by the nickname, Princess. (“As long as I can be
the queen, we’re fine,” Burke responded.) Jacqueline
says that she’s cut other classes, but not Ms. Burke’s.
“If she knows you can do your work better, she’s
going to be tough,” says senior Kaneisha Evans. “I love
Ms. Burke.”
But the best thing about her, Burke’s students say,
is how thoroughly she explains things.
“She is very detailed in her explanations, so we
understand the work,” says senior Larry Mayne. “And
that makes it easier to do.”

S

Done scolding, Burke has her seniors read and critique six sample introductory paragraphs, culled from
student essays, giving special attention to sentence
structure, punctuation and thesis statements. The
exercise will help them on the next essay, a comparison of Mayan and Biblical creation stories. Then she
distributes charts to help them organize their ideas
into an introduction, a body with three points of comparison and a conclusion.
Burke says that in her first year of teaching, a colleague who taught special education stressed the
importance of breaking assignments into small steps.
“Don’t expect them to do anything that you did not
teach them how to do,” she recalls hearing. The
advice flabbergasted her at first, “You mean I have to
tell them what a sentence is?” But taking responsibility for what they don’t know means less frustration for
them and for her, she figures.
For the last 10 minutes of class, students write
their introductory paragraphs as she circulates,
answering questions that she knows many, even the
loud ones, are too self-conscious to ask in front of
peers. Burke ends most classes with a jump-start on
homework. “If they go home and they’re confused,
they’re not going to do it.”
Kids say they appreciate the personal attention.
“She’ll go over work 100 times if you need it,” says
freshman Dyron Smith, who thinks kids sometimes
cut to avoid classes that they don’t understand.
Burke’s class suffers some cuts, she acknowledges,
expressing the hope that her strict yet supportive style
keeps it to a minimum. “I’m cool, but I’m firm,” she says.
“I’m not some mousey teacher that they can whine to.”
Elizabeth Duffrin
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Threat of prosecution not working
hree years ago, CPS began a crackdown on parents of chronically truant kids, threatening up
to 30 days in jail and a $500 fine. But the gettough approach has not worked.
The system’s chronic truancy rate has remained
between 3 and 4 percent, or about 16,000 students
in 2004-05, according to preliminary data. Students
are considered chronically truant when they rack up
more than 18 unexcused absences in a school year.
The sheer numbers overwhelm school and district resources and deter prosecution. “We’re catching a few,” says Janette Wilson, CPS director of
attendance and truancy intervention. “But it’s like
putting a finger in the dike.”
Truancy cases are first heard at the School Board
and can result in parents being referred to counseling, parenting classes or community service. When
parents do not comply, their cases can be forwarded
to the state’s attorney for prosecution.
Hearings sometimes are delayed by more than six
months, according to high school staff, and even
when they are held, teenage truants rarely reform.
Of 1,345 hearings conducted since 2002, only
23 cases have been sent to the state’s attorney,
according to CPS. Wilson says the state’s attorney’s
office discouraged CPS from sending more, arguing
that they would be a burden.
Only one of the 23 referrals resulted in a prosecution: The mother of a 13-year old who missed
nearly 200 days of school in two years was put on

T

three days, depending on the
severity of the offense. That
gives parents a chance to see
why their kids cut and, therefore, some insight into how to
address the problem.
Ocon says he has gotten
responses such as, “I thought
my son is a leader, but I see he
just follows his friends
around. He’ll see a group of
friends and gravitate towards
them instead of class.”
Given a chance to shadow,
only one out of 20 parents has
turned him down, Ocon
reports. And the effort has
curbed cutting, he says. “Students don’t want their parents
following them around. For
some, it works temporarily.
For others it just works.”
In a follow-up conference,
Ocon asks parents how the
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probation for 30 days. “She still doesn’t send her child
to school,” Wilson adds.
Students can be sent to juvenile court if authorities decide they are to blame, but Wilson says that
none have been prosecuted so far.
The obstacles to reversing chronic truancy are
daunting. Pregnancy, drug abuse, family dysfunction,
fear of gang violence, homelessness and asthma are
just some of the reasons high school students are
truant, school staff say. And some teenagers care for
younger siblings, sick relatives or their own children.
One girl at Robeson High stayed home because
she was the only family member left to care for her
dying father, says attendance coordinator Rochelle
Woods. Home tutoring is available only to sick students, not students who must care for sick relatives,
she explains. The girl has since dropped out. “We
couldn’t figure out what to do.”
As part of its 2003 truancy initiative, the School
Board paired 80 elementary schools and 20 high
schools with nine social service agencies.
Woods says those services are helpful but insufficient for the number of kids who need help. Robeson’s
partner agency, the YMCA, was able to serve only 15
of the school’s 50 chronic truants last year, she says.
Wilson thinks it’s going to be tough to reduce
chronic truancy without more intensive social services and stronger backing in the courts. “We have no
real sanctions that get the attention of parents.”
Elizabeth Duffrin

school can improve. “Sometimes they do find legitimate
weaknesses in the system.”

TEACHERS SOMETIMES THE
PROBLEM
Schools need to consider
that, at times, the teacher is
part of the problem, says the
Consortium’s Roderick. “If a
whole bunch of kids are skipping a class, the teacher clearly
needs help,” either with classroom management or “figuring out how to engage kids.”
At Chicago Vocational, Harbison says, he knew teachers
who were happy when certain
disruptive kids missed class. “If
you don’t have a lot of skills in
classroom management, you
weren’t in a big hurry to urge
them to please come back.”
Students who are less

motivated by long-term educational goals are more
dependent on teachers to
help them stay focused.
Louella Maggiefield, a junior at Gage Park High, repeatedly cut two classes last year
because she didn’t understand
the work. One teacher never
spoke to her, she says, but the
other lured her back. “She told
me if I started coming, she was
willing to help me.”
Lequita Davis, a sophomore
at Chicago Discovery, says she
cut most of her afternoon
classes early last year to be with
friends. Then she showed up
one day at her environmental
science class. “I went a few
times, and it was fun. I like
doing hands-on experiments.”
After that, she even decided to
endure some boring “sit there,

listen to the teacher talk all
day” classes to make it to that
eighth-period class.

TURNING KIDS AROUND
Many reformed class-cutters say that fear of failing a
class convinced them to
stop. Others say only time
and maturity turned them
around. “A lot of people grow
up and get responsible,” says
a junior on the Bowen campus, who said that parental
pressure, detention and suspension didn’t deter him
from avoiding class last year.
Sometimes parents solve
the problem. They did for
Marshall Coleman, a junior at
the Bowen Environmental
Studies Team school, who
says his parents kept on him.
“You get tired of hearing it, so
don’t cut.”
For Derell Gowers, a senior
at the School of Entrepreneurship, it was a counselor who
sat him down and explained
that he needed every remaining credit to graduate.
For Mario Chaney, a junior
at Dunbar, it was the Spanish
teacher who called every night
he cut the class after his lunch
period. “It let me know that the
teacher cared about me getting
an education. I got closer and
closer to the teacher and started doing extra work.”
Shenice, the Tilden freshman who cut most of her
classes last year, says she’s trying harder her second time
through 9th grade. “I got a
boyfriend that’s on my back,”
she explains.
But she still thinks it’s too
easy to get away with cutting.
“They don’t care,” she says of
her school. Does she wish
they did? She pauses to consider, then quietly nods, yes.

Intern Tariq Ahmad contributed
to this report
To contact Elizabeth Duffrin, call (312)
673-3879 or e-mail duffrin@catalystchicago.org.

Principal leads charge at Gage Park
‘When you build a good rapport
with kids ...you get results’

A

By Elizabeth Duffrin

nita Andrews, assistant principal
at Gage Park High, likes to tell this
story about her boss, Principal
Wilfredo Ortiz:
Driving on 55th Street to a central
office meeting, Ortiz spotted a group of
truant Gage Park students strolling down
the sidewalk. He pulled over, collected
their ID tags and ordered them back to
school. He went back, too, and called
their parents. When he couldn’t get
through, “He got back in his car, went to
their houses, and brought their parents
back to the school building,” Andrews
recalls with amazement. “I don’t know
where he gets all that energy.”
Ortiz’s energetic hands-on leadership
is one reason, say staff and students, that
Gage Park posted the largest recent
increase in average daily attendance of
any CPS high school. Between 2002 and
2004, the rate rose from 84 percent to 88
percent. Last school year, it held steady at
88 percent, two points above the citywide
average. Ortiz was disappointed that it
leveled off—he had hoped to hit 90 percent—but also reassured. The gain “wasn’t a fluke,” he says. “The strategies we put
in place actually worked.”
Ortiz arrived at Gage Park in 2003 with
a solid track record as principal of Curie
High in the late 1990s and, most recently,
as the district’s chief officer of high school
programs. He lost that position in a central office reorganization and was sent to
Gage Park, where his two predecessors
had been removed by the board.
Here’s how Ortiz, his staff and students,
say the school got more kids to class.

RAPPORT Seniors at Gage Park say they
rarely saw their old principal but that Ortiz
is everywhere. “He actually comes in the
hallway, talks to the kids. He asks us for our
opinions and makes sure students go to

JASON REBLANDO

Principal Wilfredo Ortiz checks the class schedule on a student’s I.D. to ensure that the boy isn’t
skipping class. Cracking down on class cutting is one way the school intends to boost test scores.
class. He visits the classes, too,” says senior
Brandy Moore. “It shows he cares.”
George Ross, Gage Park’s longtime
dean of students, insists that the principal’s visibility has an impact on students’
attendance. “When you build a good rapport with kids, you get the respect, and
you get results.”
Ross recalls an episode under the previous principal when a boy she stopped to
reprimand began shouting at her because
he didn’t realize who she was. “It’s real bad
when a kid goes off on someone and
doesn’t know it’s the principal.”

senior Josie Anderson. Fighting has
diminished now that security enforces a
no-tolerance policy on gang signs and
signals, she explains. “You wear your belt
a certain way, you’ve got to fix your belt.
You wear your hair a certain way, you’ve
got to fix your hair. They are on it.”
Senior Brandy Moore says she feels
safer. “You don’t have to worry about anybody jumping you.”
“If the school is safer, kids are going to
want to come to school,” says Ross. “Kids
like order. They complain about it, but
they like it.”

SAFETY Gage Park has eight gangs in its
attendance area, according to Ross. The
school had already made some strides in
improving safety under the previous
administrator, increasing its security force
from 7 to 15, he says. But under Ortiz,
security became much stricter, he reports.
“Freshman year, we had a fight every
class period and after school,” recalls

RULES CPS students typically must
wear a photo identification tag with their
class schedule on it. That lets staff know
where kids should be when they find
them out of class. But students didn’t
always wear the tags, and security guards
didn’t always check them.
That has changed. To model the rule,
Ortiz has his staff wear ID tags, too. Oth-
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The ‘tracker’ hunts down cutters, truants
erry Mandujano, a.k.a. the tracker, strides
up the front staircase at Gage Park High.
He holds a clipboard with computer
printouts that display student photo IDs and
class schedules.
The front line of a new strategy to curb
class cutting, Mandujano is out to find these
students. Although the school year is only
three weeks old, each already has skipped class
repeatedly.
One by one, Mandujano calls them out of
seventh- and eighth-period classes for an
explanation. His appearance turns heads in
every room he enters. Dressed in suit and tie,
Mandujano maintains a firm but pleasant
tone and, after introducing himself, explains
his new role.
“This year, I’m the tracker.” (Mandujano
thinks the “tracker” has more of an “Arnold
Schwarzenegger” edge to it than does “attendance officer.”)
“A tracker? What’s that?” asks one lanky boy.
“If kids cut class or miss school, I track
them down,” Mandujano explains. Then he
gets down to business.
The kids are full of excuses. Some seem
plausible: Several claim they were legitimately
absent; those he reminds to bring a note from
home. Some excuses are suspect: One boy contends a security guard sent him to the office
because he was tardy, a practice the school has
discontinued. Mandjuano will check that out.
Interviews typically end with a quiz—
”What’s my name? What’s my title?”—and a
handshake.
Mandjuano, who occupies a teaching position, makes about 40 such visits a day as part
of his job as a full-time attendance office.
The tracking system isn’t perfect. Busy
teachers often neglect to submit cut slips daily, which would allow for swifter intervention.

J

erwise, kids will challenge being asked to
wear theirs, he says. “They’ll say, ‘Where’s
yours?’”
Under Ortiz, security guards have
grown more vigilant about class cutting,
kids say. “Long time ago, it was easy,”
recalls senior Christopher Jamfi. “The
security guards were like, ‘Where you
supposed to be?’ You tell them what class
you’re supposed to be in. They let you sit
there and talk to them.”
HOME VISITS For serious truancy cases, Ortiz goes knocking with counselor
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Attendance officer Jerry Mandujano, a.k.a.
the tracker, shows a class cutter the record of
his absences. His full-time job is getting
cutters, truants and tardy kids back on track.

He can’t always get to every student. Those he
can’t turn around after five cuts get referred
to a counselor for a parent conference.
But teachers say he has converted a number of cutters into regular attendees. After
repeated searches, he located one freshman
who was skipping a college preparation class
to practice the piano, says teacher Ana Diaz.
She couldn’t reach the boy’s mother, but after
Mandjuano helped him organize his practice
schedule, he stopped cutting, Diaz reports.
The personal attention makes a difference, notes Diaz. “The student sees that
someone cares.”
Elizabeth Duffrin

Luis Flores at his side. Andrews, the assistant principal, occasionally does home
visits as well, usually on off hours, such as
on her way to church Sunday morning.
Once, she tracked down a truant senior at
11 o’clock on a Saturday night.
“At first they’re shocked, because they
can’t believe you’re there,” says Andrews.
“But especially the kids who we got back
on track, they’re relieved. They like to
know that you genuinely care, that
[school attendance] is not just a policy.”
“It’s good for the community to see
you out there,” Ortiz adds. “They take

what we’re saying a lot more seriously.”
Ortiz also hired a retired CPS attendance officer, Sam Aguirre, to make more
regular home visits. Aguirre works in Gage
Park’s attendance office three days a week.
Visiting homes is crucial not only for
the most severe cases, Ortiz says, but also
to alert parents to their child’s problem
when a working phone number isn’t
available.
Few high schools have someone like
Aguirre on staff and often point to money
as the reason. Ortiz got creative. When a
teacher is absent, he has another staff
member supervise the students while
they use computers in the library media
center, thus saving the cost of a substitute
teacher. He then uses the savings to pay
Aguirre. On days when sub money is not
available, Aguirre works for free.
“You just have to find community
people who want to do this,” says Ortiz.
“I enjoy what I’m doing,” says Aguirre.
“It’s not a job.”
ROUTINES The School Board requires
teachers to record every attempt to reach
the family of a truant student. Ortiz
decided to enforce the rule by asking
them to turn in their phone logs to the
attendance office every Friday. “You cannot assume that it is being done. You have
to monitor it.”
Gage Park pays attention to the details
of class cutting, too. Teachers submit cut
slips daily to the attendance office. On the
first cut, an automated home phone call
goes out to the parent. On the third cut, the
attendance staff calls home; if they can’t
reach a parent, the office sends a certified
letter. Phone logs are kept on every phone
call so that if a parent claims that nobody
called, says Andrews, “I can go to the date
and show them their phone number.”
Determined to boost attendance further, Gage Park is attempting new strategies this year, including a Saturday detention for class-cutters, a freed teacher with
the full-time job of tracking down kids
who skip class, and new incentives, such
as quarterly dances open only to students
whose attendance rate was at least 90
percent for the marking period.
Yet simply maintaining the school’s
attendance gains is hard work, Ortiz says.
“You cannot let up,” he says. “You’ve just
got to stay with it every minute, every day
until you change the whole culture of the
school.”

Small schools not a deterrent

T

By Elizabeth Duffrin

hree years ago, Chicago Public
Schools began to subdivide its
most troubled high schools—Orr,
Bowen and South Shore. The idea
was that smaller learning environments
would allow students to get more personal attention and closer supervision.
To a large degree, these objectives
have been met: In a study by the Consortium on Chicago School Research, kids in
these small schools reported closer relationships with teachers, more academic
help and less violence among peers.
But school attendance remains a big
problem. Last school year, average daily
attendance was no higher than it was in
the large schools from which the small
ones were carved. Like the old South Shore
in 2002, its three small schools had about
83 percent attendance in 2005. Class cutting also remains a serious problem,
despite the tighter supervision. (See charts
online at www.catalyst-chicago.org)
Teachers and principals say that while
they better understand kids’ problems, the
solutions are just as challenging. Small
schools have some of the same frustrations
as larger ones, they find, and a few new
ones, as well. Here are some of the obstacles they cite to improved attendance.
1. NEW SCHOOLS, SAME KIDS. Schools
are smaller, but the issues some kids face
aren’t—dysfunctional families, drug
abuse, pregnancy, gangs. “They’re chronically truant because they have miserable
lives,” says Principal Bill Gerstein of the
School of Entrepreneurship on the South
Shore campus. “We’ve got kids who come
one day, and then they don’t come for a
month. You don’t have a phone number.
You don’t even know where they live.
Sometimes you find out where they are
and they say, ‘I ain’t going.’ There’s nothing you can do. You can threaten the parent, but the parent has no control. This is
a tough, tough situation.”

2. DANGEROUS NEIGHBORHOODS. At
Bowen’s Environmental Studies Team
(BEST), some kids missed early classes

JASON REBLANDO

Jacqueline Jones (right), attendance coordinator at South Shore’s School of
Entrepreneurship, confers with a parole officer about a student’s attendance
because they had to pass through gang
territory on their way to school, recalls
Joann Podkul, a BEST founder who
recently retired as lead teacher. “They
would have to wait until the area was
clear, or they would have to join that gang
or another gang who could safely get
them through the area. It’s one of those
things you could cry about.”
3. FACILITIES PROBLEMS. Chicago Discovery classrooms are located on the third
and fourth floors in a corner of Bowen,
but the boys’ bathroom is on the first floor
next to an exit. Sometimes the security
guard on the fourth floor spots kids in the
school’s navy blue shirts crossing the
parking lot. “If we can get over there in
time, we’ll call them back,” says Principal
Lynne Nuzzo. “Or if we can recognize
them, we’ll contact their parents. But
more often than not, it’s a clean escape.”
4. WORKLOAD. Small schools have the
same ratio of students to teachers as other high schools. Still, teachers can end up
doing more work because there are fewer

of them to cover extracurricular activities
and special programs, says Nuzzo of
Chicago Discovery. “Everybody wants us
to have extracurricular clubs, AP classes,
a full slate of sports,” she says. And teachers still must keep on top of routine tasks
to enforce attendance, such as tracking
class cuts and calling homes to report
student absences. Just as at large schools,
attendance initiatives break down when
busy teachers let those tasks slide. “Some
of our best teachers are the worst record
keepers,” says Nuzzo. “Some of our worst
teachers are the best record keepers.
Obviously, I need them to be both.”
5. GROWING PAINS. Starting a new
school from scratch is a lot of work,
observes Cynthia Barron, the new small
schools instructional officer. The organizing effort may distract staff from zeroing
in on attendance, she says. Administrative
experience may also be a factor, she adds,
as most of the small schools have principals in their first, second or third years in
that job. “I remember my first [year as]
principal,” she says. “It was tough.”
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Neighborhoods

UPTOWN

Winds of change blow in
priceyhousing, new neighbors
Port-of-entrycommunitykeeps its character
but is losing its children as gentrifyers move in.
By Curtis Lawrence
o understand the identity crisis in Uptown,
walk down the 900 block of West Wilson
Avenue, just off of Lake Shore Drive. Just past
Clarendon Avenue stands Uplift Community
School, one of the first to open under Chicago
Public Schools’ Renaissance 2010 initiative. A sign
in front reads “Arai,” the name of the middle
school in the same building that is being phased
out this year.
Down the street a bit, two men lean on walls in
front of Friendly Towers, a 10-story former hotel
that provides housing for seniors on the top three
floors and apartments for Jesus People USA, a religious community on the lower floors. Next door is
Thrifty Food Mart, which displays a sign in the
window telling customers the store accepts debit
cards from state aid programs for low-income
families and children.
Then, one door down, bam—a buffed, new sixunit condo building surrounded by a cold, black
wrought iron fence. A “for sale” sign out front for
one of the trendy units didn’t last long. It was there,
then gone in two weeks.
All of a sudden it doesn’t seem like Uptown,
the last bastion of affordable housing and longtime first stop for many immigrant groups that
came to Chicago.
The neighborhood’s resilience dates back to
the start of the 20th Century when Swedes settled
Uptown. Germans and Irish followed. In the
1950s, Appalachian whites and Native Americans
made their homes in single-family homes that had

T

been split into apartments. Since then Asians,
Africans, African Americans, Eastern Europeans
and just about every ethnic and racial group imaginable has settled Uptown.
Unlike other pockets of Chicago, Uptown made
its identity not by belonging to one group, but by
belonging to everyone.
That spirit still thrives and is evident at two specialty public schools. Uplift is the brainchild of three
childhood friends who grew up in Uptown. They
joined forces with other like-minded neighborhood
teachers who believed in grow-your-own public
education.
At another nearby school, Passages Charter, as
many as 15 languages would be heard if all of the
children slipped into their native tongues.
Holding fast to its character, Uptown has taken
a few lumps. Most striking, says community
organizer Thomas Walsh, are coinciding shifts in
housing and demographics.
During the 1990s, Uptown had the fifth-largest
increase in the number of new owner-occupied
units among the city’s 77 community areas, says
Walsh, who co-authored the Uptown Housing and
Land Use Study published in 2002. That increase
translated into 3,043 new units of owner-occupied
housing, a rise of 71 percent.
At the same time, Uptown experienced a loss of
more than 3,000 children age 17 and under,
according to Walsh’s report, which was published
by the Center for Urban Research and Learning at
Loyola University Chicago.
It’s a matter of debate whether the housing
boom is good news or bad for Uptown, or what
effect it has had on declining public school enrollment in Uptown. But Walsh has little doubt that
Uptown’s housing boom is pushing out workingclass families with children.
“If anybody can come up with a different
analysis of why Uptown lost 3,000 kids,” he says, “I
would be surprised.”
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Home-grown school aims to beat odds
Team of teachers with deep communityroots launches a social
justice program that boldlyuplifts the area’s traditions and values
By Curtis Lawrence
t’s a Tuesday afternoon, and a group of
8th-graders loosely file into John
Yolich’s social studies class at Uplift
Community School.
“Let’s get comfortable,” Yolich tells the
kids draped in loose-fitting T-shirts who
slowly break away from private conversations and find their seats.
Other teachers might tell their students
to sit down and take out their books. But
Yolich, who darts around his room as he
talks, is not an ordinary teacher. And
Uplift—a new 6th- through 12th-grade
school under the district’s Renaissance
2010 initiative located on one of Uptown’s
main drags—is no ordinary school.
Once students are settled in, Yolich
explains a role-play exercise where they
will reenact how decisions were made in
the Wilson Yard Project, one of the most
contentious debates in the community’s
history over how much affordable housing should be built on unused land
owned by the Chicago Transit Authority.
Students divide up into groups representing all sides of the debate, from
Chamber of Commerce business leaders
to Ald. Helen Shiller, and from affordable
housing advocates to new homeowners
association members. They talk about
demographics. “Who lives in Uptown?”
asks Yolich. “Everybody,” someone shouts.
Yolich finds discussions about
Uptown and its future to be more than
perfunctory lessons in civics. Yolich has
deep roots in the community. He and two
other colleagues on the design team that
created Uplift grew up here and attended
public schools. They bought pizza by the
slice at the same haunts where their students do now, and dribbled basketballs
on the same streets.
Uplift opened its doors in September,
but its story is more than a tale of a new
school. It’s about grassroots might in a
neighborhood where there’s a shift in the

I
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housing and bank accounts of those
moving in. It’s about political struggle in
an area with a reputation as a bastion for
working-class families; protection and
support for those who are down, for a
minute, but not out; and assistance for
those who are new to the city and the
country. And from an educational standpoint, it’s about pushing the limits of
Chicago Public Schools’ most ambitious
reform effort.
Eventually, Uplift will replace Arai
Middle School, one of 70 schools that will
be closed or phased out citywide to make
way for 100 new schools. The initiative
has been contentious throughout the
city, and Uptown is no exception.

SCHOOL OF ‘LAST RESORT’
Even before Uplift’s design team had
submitted a proposal to open a school
there, Arai had begun the process of
phasing out, beginning in 2004 when it
was directed to stop accepting 6thgraders. That decision, along with declining enrollment and another directive to
expand four K-5 feeder elementary
schools through 8th grade, fueled speculation that Arai’s days were numbered.
“There was a perception in the community—and it was just a perception—
that the building was unsafe; that it was a
last resort school,” says David Pickens, a
deputy to Schools Chief Arne Duncan. “A
lot of kids from the feeder schools were
not accepting Arai as an option, so we
were losing a lot of those kids either out of
the system or to other neighborhoods,”
adds Pickens, who previously spent a year
as an assistant principal at Arai.
When Mayor Daley unveiled the district’s new schools plan in June 2004,
three Arai teachers—Yolich, Chor Ng and
Karen Zaccor—dusted off their five-yearold plan to create a small school. That
proposal never got off of the ground, but
part of it, a provision that allowed them to
teach as a team and follow their students

from grade to grade through middle
school, had been implemented at Arai.
The success of this strategy, known as
looping, would later play a role in the
community’s support of Uplift’s new
school proposal.
Instructionally, the design team “knew
what they were doing,” says Truman College President Marguerite Boyd, who sat
on the community panel—known as a
transition advisory council—that was
charged with recommending one of six
proposals vying to move into Arai.
Truman College, located a few blocks
away on Wilson Avenue, has a longstanding relationship with Arai, and during the
Renaissance 2010 selection process,
maintained a keen interest in which new
program would fill the space. Another
member of the transition advisory council who had more than a casual interest in
what school would replace Arai was
Uptown’s alderman, Helen Shiller.
Her reputation contrasts sharply with
many of her colleagues on the City Council. While some have welcomed developers into their communities with hugs and
tax breaks, Shiller offered them a guarded
stare. To developers she was a devil who
kept winning elections; to affordable
housing advocates she was an angel,
albeit a tough one.
Shiller says she kept an open mind
through the selection process, although
she had known members of Uplift’s design
team for years. Those who grew up in
Uptown had spent time in her living room
in the 1980s playing fantasy baseball or
watching TV with her son, Brendan.
One of Shiller’s biggest concerns during the selection process were rampant
rumors that CPS wanted a charter school
for the Arai site. Two of the contenders—
Perspectives and Chicago International
Charter Schools—fit the bill. “It is my distinct impression that they wanted a charter school and they wanted as many of
the [Renaissance 2010] schools to be
charters as possible,” Shiller says.
Getting the best educational program
into the Arai site was a priority, Shiller
says, but she was also concerned about
using taxpayer dollars to fund a charter
school in a building that boasts a swim-

ming pool and other amenities. “From
the beginning, my point was, I’ll be open
to anything, but anything in a certain
context,” she says. “I’ll always have certain priorities. I am a very strong public
school supporter.”
Meanwhile, a team of district administrators, also charged with weighing in
on the school selection process, had given their nod to Perspectives Charter, one
of the mayor’s oft-cited models. The two
finalists—Perspectives and Uplift—
wound up on Duncan’s desk for final
approval, says Pickens.
“Arne Duncan had not made a decision when all the rumors were flying
around,” Pickens says. “People were trying to anticipate the decision he was
going to make.”
The Uplift design team’s strong ties
with the community and its communitydriven curriculum weighed heavily in
Duncan’s decision, he says. Perspectives,
on the other hand, could likely replicate
anywhere in the city.

Social studies
teacher John
Yolich, right,
quizzes Uplift
Community
School student
Martino Dickson
about
neighborhood
politics.

SHARED ROOTS, COINCIDING CAREERS
Once they had made it past the final
selection hoop, the Uplift team began
planning a program. This year, the school
enrolls 6th- through 9th-graders. Each
year, the school will add a grade until it
reaches 12th grade by 2008.
For core design team members, Uplift
is a culmination of long friendships and
shared ideals. Yolich and David Taylor,
the school’s dean of students, have been
friends since 3rd grade, when Taylor
moved to Uptown from the Ida B. Wells
public housing development on the
South Side.
He was the new kid in class and sat
right in front of Yolich. Still testing his
new environment and classmates, Taylor
told the teacher he had a headache and
was allowed to put his head down. But he
couldn’t help being distracted by the conversation between Yolich and another
classmate. When he turned around to see
what’s going on, “John is looking at me
with this strange look, like, “‘Aren’t you
sick; isn’t your head hurting?’
“I crack this smile [as if to say], ‘No, I’m
not really sick, but you’re doing work and
I’m not.’” Yolich must have respected
Taylor’s agile scheming. The two have
been friends for more than 25 years.
Another friend, Chor Ng, lived across
from Taylor on the 4400 block of Racine.

JOHN BOOZ

Ng’s apartment was in between Taylor’s
and Yolich’s, who lived across the alley.
When they weren’t out playing baseball
or trying to scratch up a game of football,
they were in Yolich’s bedroom playing
sock basketball.
All three attended Stockton Elementary and, although they never discussed
future plans, they all ended up teaching,
and by 2000, all three were at Arai.
There, Taylor taught physical education. Yolich and science teacher Ng
formed a teaching team with Zaccor, who
taught math.
“It was the most amazing teaching
experience,” says Zaccor of the team concept which focused on reading and integrated core subjects. “I was able to work
with John and Chor to reinforce and support the math curriculum.” When students started the day, they were greeted
with a math problem on the board in all
three classrooms.
The cross-pollination also worked
with other subjects. “We would choose
literature that reflects the conflicts and
controversies of everyday life because

that’s what kids want to read and that’s
what our kids were living,” says Zaccor.
“Our kids were always doing the same
assignments with those books.”
The strategy worked. Students who
were taught by the team outperformed
others at Arai in the same grade on the
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills for three years
running, according to data the team provided in its Uplift proposal.
The formula Zaccor, Chor and Yolich
developed became a building block for
Uplift. The reading project for this fall
was LeAlan Jones’ “Our America,” an
account of his childhood in a public
housing complex on the South Side. Not
only did the students read the book, they
invited Jones to the school to speak.
Uplift’s academic theme is social justice and teachers there are unabashedly
on a mission to create change agents. In
Zaccor’s math class, for example, students study fractions and ratios while the
likes of feminist and anarchist Emma
Goldman, anti-lynching activist and
journalist Ida B. Wells and Uptown-based
Continued on page 18
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Schools drawing fewer area kids
By Curtis Lawrence

ENROLLING ELSEWHERE
rennemann Elementary recorded
a couple of troubling trends in the
three years between 2002 through
2005. Total enrollment fell by 28
percent and a smaller share of its students were living in the Uptown school’s
attendance boundaries.
Other neighborhood schools in the
community were noticing similar shifts
in enrollment. Arai, which will close next
year, and McCutcheon were losing students, too.
Around the same time, Chicago Public Schools demographers started keeping closer tabs on Uptown enrollment,
organizer Thomas Walsh was finishing
up work on a housing and land use study
for Loyola University’s Center for Urban
Research and Learning.
Walsh and a team of researchers were
looking to sketch an accurate profile of
Uptown as the residents debated the community’s future. During the course of their
work, Walsh, a community leader for Organization of the Northeast, a group serving
Uptown and surrounding areas, came
across an interesting clash of statistics.
During the 1990s, Uptown posted the
city’s fifth-largest increase in the number
of new owner-occupiced housing units.

B

UPLIFT continued from page 17
peace activist Kathy Kelly look on from
posters on the wall.
Even Uplift’s supporters say the school
has an uphill battle ahead, particularly as
the founding teachers and administrators
learn the ropes of running a school.
“What they really want to do is change
these children’s lives and it’s hard work,”
says Truman College’s Boyd, who has taken Uplift’s first-time principal, Stephanie
Moore under her wing, and has helped
tap mentors to work with her.
Just learning how to shuffle paper
shuffle in a large urban district bureaucracy is a huge learning curve, says Boyd.
Moore, a product of CPS schools, says
she is up to the challenge. While this is
her first time managing a school on her
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Families with children are less likely
to enroll their children in Uptown’s
neighborhood elementary schools
than they were three years ago.
2005 ENROLLMENT

% locals
attending

3-year
change

Brennemann

337

34%

-15

Stockton

587

54

-13

Goudy

786

64

-7

McCutcheon

373

49

-5

Stewart

396

46

-1

*Change between 2002 and 2005 in the percentage of
students enrolled who live within attendance boundaries.
Source: Chicago Public Schools

At the same time, the community lost
3,000 children age 17 and under.
Uptown was losing kids, Walsh reasoned, because immigrant families who
had historically made Uptown their port of
entry were now priced out of the neighborhood, which was rapidly gaining new condominiums and saw steep rent increases
in established apartment buildings.
But district officials counter that gentrification doesn’t always account for
shifts in Uptown’s enrollment.

own, she completed the district’s principal internship program at Crane High
School and earned a master’s degree in
education administration from Chicago
State University.
Moore was first approached about
joining Uplift by a design team member
who was a colleague from Best Practices
High School. Moore first wanted to make
sure that Uplift was not going to be a
charter school. As a CPS graduate, Moore
says she is committed to traditional public schools. “I wasn’t interested in charter
schools,” she says.
“We just liked Stephanie instantly,” Zaccor says. “We weren’t all caught up in, ‘Oh,
let’s have someone with lots of experience,’
because we’ve been through a number of
principals up here and experience has not
necessarily been some great thing. You can

“People want to assume that gentrification causes a decrease in public school
student population and often times those
things may correlate,” says James Dispensa, CPS director of school demographics
and planning. “You can’t just look solely at
a decrease in public school attendance
and then make that claim without going
out and looking for extra data.”
One recent district policy shift affected enrollment at four area elementary
schools. In 2004, Arai Middle was tagged
for closure, and earlier that year, 6thgraders had been rerouted to Brennemann, McCutcheon, Stewart and Stockton. Those feeder schools were told to
add 7th and 8th grades if they didn’t have
them already.
Meanwhile, Uplift, the school that
opened this fall in Arai’s facility, does not
have attendance boundaries and will
draw its middle and high school population from throughout the city.
Enrollment at Stockton actually crept
up 5 percent over the last three years, but
the school posted the biggest decline—
nearly 16 points—in drawing students
from its own attendance area. (See chart)
Dispensa notes that Stockton may still
be drawing children who live in Uptown,
though they may not live within the
school’s attendance boundaries.

get jaded with experience at CPS.”
Moore points out that she has some
administrative experience running summer programs and managing facilities.
“So, administrative tasks are not new to
me,” she says.
However, Moore admits that there are
days when the mission and the paper
pushing that comes with it feel overwhelming. On those days, she consults
with her mentors, who are helping her
keep things in perspective.
“I just came to the realization that
your job is never done,” she says. “You
may finish one part of the task, but the
task itself never goes away.”
Curtis Lawrence is a Chicago writer and teaches
journalism at Columbia College Chicago. E-mail him
at editor@catalyst-chicago.org.

Immigrants find educational oasis
By Curtis Lawrence

S

hiva Singh Khalsa and his wife,
Shabad Kaur Khalsa, went through
more than a dozen schools before
they found the perfect fit for their
son, Amar Dev.
The Khalsas are Sikhs and Amar, 6,
wears his long hair tied in a ball and practices a vegetarian diet. They finally decided on Passages Charter, an elementary
school founded to serve a diverse immigrant student population.
“My wife looked at 13 schools—the
best schools in the city—and nothing
held a candle to Passages,” Khalsa says.
Since it opened in 2001, Passages has
become an educational haven for immigrants and refugees from four continents.
It also attracted non-immigrants who
liked the school for its small class sizes and
diversity. Asian Human Services, a multiservice social service agency, got the idea
to open the school after years of watching
immigrant Asian students and their parents struggle through their transition to
new communities and new schools.
“We had a city-funded program where
our counselors went to the schools and
they were finding immigrants having a
very difficult time adjusting,” says CEO
Abha Pandya.
At first, Asian Human Services envisioned a school where students speak in
their native languages while easing into
American culture. “But, lo and behold,
when we did these focus groups, we
found that parents were saying, ‘We really want our children to learn English. We
want them to mainstream,’” Pandya
recalls. After assessing parents’ concerns,
the agency opted instead to develop an
English immersion model.
Over the years, Passages has continued to grow. With 229 students this year,
enrollment is up 51 percent since 2002.
But shifting demographics have changed
the composition. “Our focus was essentially on the Asian community,” Pandya
says. As the world’s geo-political situation
has changed, Passages has served waves
of Bosnians, Croatians, and now refugees
from Sudan and Ethiopia, she says.
On the decline is the proportion of Pas-

Students
assume the
lotus position
in their yoga
class, a physical
education
course offered
at Passages
Charter.
JOHN BOOZ

sages students who live in Uptown. The
number of community residents enrolled
has remained stable, but with more children attending who live elsewhere, the
percentage of resident students is only 24
percent. Pandya says more and more of
the population that Asian Human Services
works with lives in West Ridge, Rogers Park
and the western suburbs.
She speculates increasing housing
costs in Uptown is forcing more and more
immigrants out of Uptown. “We find them
being pushed farther north or farther
northwest or literally out of the city into
the suburbs,” Pandya says. In Uptown,
“they had good networks; they had reasonably good housing; they had jobs. Now,
suddenly, they’re getting dislodged.”
Non-immigrant African Americans and
Latinos comprise a sizable chunk of Passages student body, too. Among the students attending Passages this year, 34 percent are Asian, 27 percent are African or
African American, 19 percent are Latino,
and 20 percent are white, Arab or Eastern
European, according to school officials.

‘HE FITS IN BETTER’
The diversity of students makes for an
interesting mix of ideas and increases
students’ comfort level.
When teacher Michael Tajchman
holds his writer’s workshop for 3rdgraders, the class includes Tobi, whose

family is from Nigeria, Nasreddine from
Algeria and Jada from Rogers Park.
Khalsa says his son’s best friends from
school are Nigerian, Korean and Japanese. “Passages is authentic diversity,” he
says. Amar Dev “fits in better than he
would at a Montessori school.”
Amar Dev has a teacher, whom he
calls Mr. Karl, who is an African American
with dreadlocks—long hair just like his.
Amar Dev accepts the school’s diversity as no big deal. He’s more concerned
about seeing Mr. Karl and his friends and
playing with the four Hermit crabs in the
classroom aquarium.
Some parents at Passages got wind of
the school through Asian Human Services;
others found out by word of mouth. “My
neighbor told me it’s a good school,” said
Zeenath Unissa, whose daughter Masnah,
4, is in pre-kindergarten. Masnah’s family
is from India and two languages—Urdu
and Hindi—are spoken at home.
While many immigrant families
encourage their children to concentrate
on English, Principal Sally Ewing encourages families to speak their native language at home.
A 5-year-old who is used to doing things
in Vietnamese and is suddenly told she can
only speak English loses the thinking skills
she’s been relying on, says Ewing. “A lot of
families don’t understand. They want their
children to learn English and move on.”
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Updates
3 new school principals buy
‘almost everything we want’
Non-charters tryout a new, arguablymore equitable budgeting
system that CPS plans to take districtwide in a few years
By Mallika Ahluwalia
hen first-time Principal Vincent
Iturralde created a budget for
Tarkington Elementary, he
planned to staff and equip a
school that would enroll 800 kindergarten through 8th-grade students.
On paper, Tarkington, located in
Chicago Lawn, would get just under $4
million in base funding, plus additional
money for every student who qualified
for a free lunch or bilingual education.
Iturralde used those funds to cover the
salaries of three administrators—himself
and two assistant principals—and hire 29
teachers. He also was able to set aside
money for textbooks without jumping
through as many hoops as most other
principals.
A month after it opened this fall, Tarkington actually had 890 students on its
rolls, making it eligible for even more
basic and supplemental funding under
the more flexible, student-based budgeting approach that the school was using, a
first for a non-charter school.
“Per-pupil [budgeting] works well for
schools of my size,” says Iturralde. “We
were able to buy almost everything we
wanted.”
This fall, Tarkington and two other
new schools—Pershing West in Douglas
and Uplift Community School in
Uptown—are the first non-charter public
schools in Chicago to try out the new
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budgeting system, which aims to distribute money more equitably and give principals more financial freedom. These
schools’ experiences will likely influence
the rollout of per-pupil budgeting, a
move that CPS officials plan to take districtwide over the next five years.
So far, principals at all three schools
report a positive experience with the new
system.
“Everything has gone pretty well,” says
Stephanie Moore, principal of Uplift
Community School.
“I have no complaints. We were able to
purchase all of our positions,” says Pershing West Principal Cheryl Watkins.
Yet, difficult decisions lie ahead as
officials weigh the politics of rolling out a
system of student-based budgeting that
will invariably shift money away from
some schools and into the budgets of
others. A Catalyst analysis of the district’s
2005 budget found close to half of the
schools studied were getting more or less
than a fair share of funding. (See Catalyst
February 2005)
Some veteran principals who may
convert to per-pupil budgeting next year
are already wary of it, expressing concerns about the lack of information about
the new system and how it will impact
their schools financially.
And charter school leaders, who have
been using the student-based approach
from the start, note their biggest complaint is too little funding, particularly for

FUNDING FORMULA
Elementary schools opening this year under
the district’s Renaissance 2010 initiative
receive a base amount of funding for each
student, then supplemental funds for every
student who qualifies for poverty money or
bilingual education services. Schools enrolling
fewer than 600 get extra money, too.
BASE FUNDING

$5,075

POVERTY (STATE)

$698

BILINGUAL

$589

SMALL SCHOOLS

$300

These schools are using per-pupil funding, but
this year will not lose—and may not gain—
money if enrollment differs from projections.
2005 enrollment
Projected Actual

Potential
loss/gain

PERSHING WEST

280

233

($239,000)

TARKINGTON

800

890

$457,000

UPLIFT

460

320

($710,000)

Source: Chicago Public Schools

special education services.
One charter school opted out of providing special education services. “We
didn’t want the responsibility without the
funding,” says Sheila Venson, director of
the Youth Connections Charter.

PRINCIPALS SPEND AS THEY SEE FIT
Currently, the amount of money that a
school receives is based primarily on
staffing formulas—elementary schools
get one teacher for every 28 students in
grades 1 to 3, for instance—and those

Per-pupil funding pitfalls
funds must be spent as prescribed. Only
state and federal poverty funds are doled
out on a per-pupil basis, giving principals
flexibility over how to spend it.
But under per-pupil budgeting, every
dollar that is allocated into a school’s
budget would be based on the size and
needs of the student population it serves.
This year, all charter schools and three
non-charters are receiving nearly all of
their funding on a per-pupil basis. Elementary schools get a base of $5,075 per
student; high schools get $6,075.
Schools, then, can decide how to allocate the funds. Pershing West hired 16
teachers, seven of whom have more than
five years experience. Watkins splits the
salary of a librarian with sister school,
Pershing East. Uplift hired 24 teachers,
most of them new to the profession.
Iturralde recruited most of his teachers for Tarkington from this year’s graduating class at the Academy of Urban
School Leadership, a teacher training
program for career changers. The strategy
saved the school some money; the average amount of work experience among
faculty is less than four years. “They all
have their master’s degrees, so they’re not
that cheap,” he says.
Tarkington’s budget got a boost
because every classroom was filled to
capacity, Iturralde says. Under per-pupil
budgeting, schools will be motivated to
“get bigger,” he adds.
However, enrolling more students is
not always an option. Youth Connections
Charter has a limited number of seats for
the population it serves—students who
are disruptive or dropouts. The combined
effect of restricted enrollment and low
base funding means Youth Connections
has to raise an additional $2,000 to $3,000
per student each year, says Venson.
Low enrollment is also an issue for
schools like South Shore’s School of
Entrepreneurship which, by design, will
enroll no more than 600 students. The
district took this into consideration this
year, offering an additional $300 per pupil
to small schools.
Those supplemental funds made it
possible for Pershing West, which anticipated enrolling only 280 this year, to hire
full-time art and P.E. teachers.
Still, small schools’ budgets are hit
harder when adjustments are made in
the fall based on actual enrollment
counts. This year, schools new to per-

er-pupil funding can bring greater transparency and more equity to the budgeting process, but at a price.
“When you move to per-pupil funding, the
idea is to put more accountability [in schools],”
says funding consultant Karen Hawley Miles,
who was hired to advise Chicago Public Schools.

P

STUDENT COUNTS COUNT When money

is supposed to follow students, enrollment
matters—a lot.
While it may seem a simple task, there are
actually a number of ways to count students,
and each has implications for a school’s
finances. During the budget planning stage,
enrollment is based on projections, figures
which are then adjusted in the fall when actual
student counts can be taken. CPS makes those
counts on the 20th day of school, and for
schools on per-pupil budgeting, the difference
between those figures and projections can
mean a net loss or gain in funding.
This year, Tarkington’s enrollment was
underestimated by 90 students. Pershing West
and Uplift found fewer students were attending than expected. Since all three are among
the first to try the new budgeting system, the
district is not taking money away. However, by
late October, it had not yet determined
whether Tarkington would receive additional
money for its extra students.
For charter schools, CPS takes student counts
twice a year—once each semester—and makes
budget adjustments as necessary. High schools
tend to be hardest hit when the second, and presumably lower, count is taken. Noble Street Charter anticipates losing a certain number of students by winter and enrolls more in the fall to
ensure the school gets enough funding, says
Noble Network COO Michael Milkie.
In Seattle, a switch to counting students
twice instead of once per year hurt high schools
the most. Taking money away from schools has
resulted in some calling for an end to per-pupil
funding, says budget expert Marguerite Roza.
HOW MUCH DO TEACHERS REALLY COST?

Technically, schools using traditional budgeting
do not pay for teachers. They receive teaching
positions based on the number of students
enrolled, and the district pays the full cost of their
salaries and benefits. Schools that hire more

pupil budgeting will be held harmless.
However, charters that have experience
with enrollment fluctuations, particularly
high schools, have learned to game the
system. (See sidebar above)

expensive veteran teachers are on equal footing
as those that fill the staff with cheaper novices.
In a student-based budgeting system, there
are two ways to reimburse schools for teacher
salaries. One method produces much the same
result as traditional school budgeting. The other
method, which CPS is using at three non-charters this year, is considered to be more equitable. It shifts the financial burden of teacher
salaries to schools, having them pick up the
actual cost for each teacher.
The latter method gives many principals
pause, fearing they will no longer be able to
afford to hire veteran teachers. Uplift found
that their budget would stretch farther with
inexperienced teachers. “We realized we had to
hire new teachers because they cost less,” says
Principal Stephanie Moore.
Only one other urban district using perpupil funding—Oakland, Calif.—charges schools
the actual cost of teacher salaries. That choice
continues to be politically charged, drawing
much opposition from teachers union leaders.
SPECIAL CASE FOR SPECIAL ED Per-pupil
funding aims to provide equal funding for students with equal needs. However, the wide and
varied needs of special education students are a
considerable roadblock to setting a practical
funding formula. District officials estimate special
education costs range from an average of $3,000
to $5,000 per student to a high of $30,000.
Last winter, a task force of CPS and charter
school officials set out to devise a working formula. Their goal is to work something out in
time for next year’s budget.
Elizabeth Evans of the Illinois Network of
Charter Schools notes the team is taking a
look at Philadelphia, which devised a comprehensive special education funding formula.
Another option on the table entails devising per-pupil rates only for the most frequently
diagnosed disabilities.
So far, the task force has won a few concessions. The district raised the cap for reimbursing special education teacher salaries from
$50,000 to $65,000. Funding has also been
reconfigured so charters that hire more than
one special education teacher may not be
penalized if those teachers earn more or less
than the capped salary.
Mallika Ahluwalia

FINDING THE RIGHT FORMULA
Meanwhile, two foundations have
hired a Boston-based consulting firm,
Education Resource Strategies, to help
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UPDATES
CPS determine how to structure its perpupil budgeting system. Karen Hawley
Miles, the firm’s president, previously
advised the district when it conducted an
audit of its professional development
spending.
This time, Miles—who has done
extensive research on school spending—
and her team will assess how funds are
currently distributed to schools, and then
will make recommendations for a student-based budgeting formula.
“Chicago is pushing very hard towards
per-pupil funding, but they all know that
it is not that simple,” says Miles, whose
report is due in January.
Another issue being considered is how
to ensure that small schools are funded
fairly under a per-pupil system.
Grappling with tough decisions to
hammer out a new funding formula is only
one of the challenges the district will have
to overcome as it seeks to achieve more
equity, Miles says. Equally important is
making sure that the district’s new student-

based budgeting system has safeguards to
avoid hurting struggling schools that may
have trouble attracting students and may
lack good leadership, she explains.
When districts convert to studentbased budgeting, many initially soften
the blow of redistribution by providing
supplemental funds to schools that stand
to lose money. That strategy keeps political fallout to a minimum, says researcher
Marguerite Roza of the Center on Reinventing Public Education at University of
Washington.
In Chicago, for instance, magnet and
selective enrollment schools tend to get
more staff and money than regular public
schools. While there are no current plans
to supplement those schools, says Chief
of Staff Hosanna Mahaley, the district
may at some point consider giving them
additional funds.
The new funding formula may
include a supplement for alternative
schools, she reveals, because those
schools work with students who are like-

ly dropouts and need special programs or
services to help them.
While district officials remain optimistic about the prospects for more equitable funding, many principals are skeptical of per-pupil funding. This year, principals of three new high schools in Little Village declined to use the system. And just
last month, at a meeting of elite principals
who have been freed from some central
oversight, a few worried that they would
no longer be able to afford to employ veteran teachers in a per-pupil system.
As district officials continue planning
to convert the budgeting system, Miles
sounds a cautionary note. “Experience
with other districts, like Houston, [shows]
that it always takes longer than they
think,” she says. “And for lots of good reasons, you can’t go to a school and say,
‘We’re funding you too much, and we’re
going to take it away.’”
To contact Mallika Ahluwalia, call (312) 673-3874 or
e-mail mallika@catalyst-chicago.org.

Private tutors withdraw after 11th-hour cuts
By Alexander Russo
hen Chicago Public Schools cut
17,000 students from the program
that provides tutoring under the
No Child Left Behind Act, private firms
lost the lion’s share of students: 24,500,
compared to the 6,500 students cut from
the district’s own tutoring program.
As a result, some providers have opted
to withdraw from individual schools
where they do not have enough students
to justify operating, district officials
acknowledged. But at Catalyst press time,
officials said they did not know how many
schools were affected.
Beth Swanson, director of after-school
programs for CPS, says students who
signed up for the CPS program—which
includes tutoring for special education students—generally had lower test scores and
were less likely to be cut.
“None of us want to see these kids go
without services,” says Swanson. The
board kicked in an additional $5 million
to serve 13,000 students who otherwise
would have been cut.
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The news is the latest snafu involving
the tutoring program. In late October,
CPS’ largest private vendor, Newton
Learning, was kicked out of five schools
after the Illinois State Board of Education
ruled that Newton violated ethics rules by
offering financial incentives to school
personnel for recruiting students.
The 11th-hour cuts were made
because far more youngsters—75 percent this year, compared to about half
last year—signed up for costlier private
tutors rather than the district’s program.
In a letter to principals, the district estimated it would cost $97 million to give
every child the tutoring provider chosen
by his or her parent, almost double the
$50 million the district is required to
spend under NCLB.
To determine which students to cut,
the district sifted out students with higher
reading scores (as required by NCLB), and
most 1st- and 2nd-graders, ostensibly
because there is no test score data that
would show their achievement level and,
thus, their relative need for extra help.
Under NCLB, any student at a failing

school is eligible for tutoring, regardless of
his or her individual achievement.
But the district decided to keep 3rdgraders on the eligibility list because 3rd
grade is a benchmark year for testing.
ISBE officials say they have no problem
with CPS’ decision.
One expert agrees that leaving 1st- and
2nd-graders out is not a bad idea, since primary-grade students in dozens of low-performing schools are already getting intensive reading instruction via the federal
Reading First program. “If you have to cut
someone out, they made the right choice,”
says Barbara Radner of the School for New
Learning at DePaul University.
Some schools, like Henson Elementary on the West Side, are redirecting discretionary funds to offset the cuts.
“We’re going to try and fill in what the
tutoring was going to do,” says Henson
Principal Robert Pales. “But it won’t be as
intensive, and there are still going to be
kids who won’t get served.”
Alexander Russo is a Catalyst contributing editor.
E-mail him at editor@catalyst-chicago.org.

VIEWPOINTS
Catalyst Chicago is an independent publication created to document,
analyze and support school improvement efforts in Chicago’s public schools.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Senioritywill always be a priority
n a recent issue of Catalyst Chicago, Chicago Teachers Union member and delegate Larry Vigon raised
the issue of seniority in our schools.
(“Seniority law should not allow
‘bumping,’” September 2005) He
offers a unique perspective—one
that can only be explained by having
a good working relationship and
respect between administrator and
staff. It seems that Mr. Vigon has not
experienced what many others in the
system have. Lucky for him.
In an ideal world, the union would
never need a law to protect the seniority rights of members in our schools.
Principals would only dismiss those
whose calling was not necessarily
teaching. Unfortunately, such an ideal
world does not exist in CPS. Such a
law is necessary because so many
administrators are arbitrarily dismissing excellent and superior-rated
teachers and ignoring seniority. I have
witnessed the abuses firsthand.
As CTU president, I want what is
best not only for members, but also
for those we teach. Hiring teachers
with years of experience—irrespective of where they gained that experience—can only improve schools.
Last spring, we saw what happened
to hundreds of teachers who did not
have tenure and were dismissed at the
click of a button. Principals merely
picked and chose those who would
leave and those who remain, regardless of their evaluation ratings, qualifications or years of experience.
Those certified teachers, known
as probationary appointed teachers

I

or PATs, were terminated without
due process, thanks to a faulty clause
in the contract negotiated by the previous union leadership. In many
instances, seniority was ignored and
highly qualified teachers were let go.
Our union cannot afford to allow
principals to hire and fire arbitrarily,
sending quality teachers packing,
sometimes leaving the district, or
worse, the profession. Systemwide
seniority assures a higher level of experience and stability in the classroom.
Mr. Vigon is right that, “seniority is
important and should be preserved
at the local level.” He is also right in
saying, “losing control over teacher
hiring puts everyone at risk.” However, leaving seniority to be determined
by the same people who are dismissing untenured teachers without due
process and for no good reason does
jeopardize everyone. That is not a
risk I am willing to take.
Seniority will always be a priority of
the CTU and will be a major item for
negotiations when contract talks begin
again next year. Until then, we will continue to push for changes in Springfield
so one day, in an ideal world, teachers
can be held to the same standards as
other professionals. In other professions, such as the legal and medical
professions, those with more experience and seniority are valued and
revered. The same should apply to the
teaching profession—those with the
most experience and seniority should
be valued in the classroom.

Marilyn Stewart
President, Chicago Teachers Union
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COMINGS & GOINGS To submit items for Comings & Goings, e-mail <editorial@catalyst-chicago.org>
CHARTER GROUP Leadership for Quality
Education, the education arm of the Civic
Committee of the Commercial Club of Chicago,
has merged with the Illinois Network of Charter
Schools. INCS Executive Director ELIZABETH
EVANS will head the merged group. PAMELA
CLARKE, executive director of LQE, will become
deputy director of INCS. Other LQE staff will also
join INCS. LQE had long been a strong backer of
the charter movement.
MOVING IN/ON PATRICIA HARVEY, former chief
accountability officer for CPS who later served as
district superintendent in St. Paul, Minn., has been
named senior fellow for state initiatives at America’s
Choice, a school design program affiliated with the
National Center on Education and the Economy.
AT CLARK STREET KATHERINE GRAVES is the
new director of the Kipp Chicago Youth Village
Academy. SARA ABELLA, the previous director, has
resigned.
PRINCIPAL CONTRACTS Interim principals
MABLE ALFRED at Higgins, VANESSA WILLIAMSJOHNSON at DuBois and VANESSA YOUNG at
Howe have been awarded full contracts. … ROSLYN
J. ARMOUR at Woods Academy, BARBARA T. GLAPA
at Hedges, and VINITA SCOTT at Burr have had
their contracts renewed.
FACILITIES FUNDS Five Chicago charter
operators have submitted letters of intent to
participate in an Illinois Facilities Fund program
designed to help charters purchase and renovate
buildings. The program is financed with $8 million
in federal funds used as a reserve to back bonds
that will be sold to help charters finance the cost

of acquiring and renovating buildings. The
operators and schools are: Noble Street Network,
Chicago Charter School Foundation, Aspira, ACT
Charter and Legacy Charter.
LOWER CLASS SIZE The Chicago Teachers
Union and the district have reached an agreement
to allocate the $2 million set aside from the current
contract to reduce class sizes in kindergarten and
1st grade. Eight schools will receive either two
additional teachers to open new classrooms, or
aides to help out in existing classes. The schools are:
Von Humboldt, Bouchet, Lafayette, Beethoven,
Doolittle East, Reavis, Woods and Young.
FRESH START Piccolo Elementary has joined
seven other schools by voting to join Fresh Start,
the district-union partnership that gives
struggling schools more autonomy and added
resources, and gives teachers more site
management authority. The other seven schools
are Attucks, Bass, Burke, Chalmers, Hamline,
Richards High and Wells High. Up to 10 schools
can join the initiative.
DANCING ANYONE? “Having a Ball,” a 10week ballroom dancing curriculum for 5thgraders, is underway in 18 schools that want to
enhance their fine arts and physical education
programs. Students will study the history, culture,
geography and music connected with the dances
they learn. Selected participants will take part in a
competition. A similar program in New York City
inspired the documentary Mad Hot Ballroom.
AWARDS DELORA WASHINGTON, math teacher
and department chair at Corliss High, has won a
$25,000 Milken Family Foundation National

Educator Award for excellence in teaching,
leadership and motivating students. The award is
given to up to 100 teachers, principals and
educators each year… Five women who are
leaders in the Logan Square Neighborhood
Association’s public schools programs have won a
$100,000 award from the Ford Foundation.
Winners are MARIA ALVISO, ADA AYALA, LETICIA
BARRERA, JOANNA BROWN and LISSETTE
MORENO-KURI. (See story in Catalyst April 2003)
… Strategic Learning Initiatives, a Chicago-based
nonprofit education group, won an award from
the National Network of Partnership Schools
recognizing its program to teach parents
academic concepts and teaching methods so they
will be able to help their children succeed in
school. (See story in Catalyst April 2005)
$ FOR ATTENDANCE Twelve high school
students received $1,000 each for being in class on
the first day of school, part a district initiative to
team up with local businesses to improve
attendance. Awards, funded by WGCI-FM, went to
JOSEF JACKSON, Calumet; BRANDON BRADFORD,
Chicago Military Academy; JAMES WIGGINS,
Collins; TYKEYRA WINDHAM, Dyett; DEJANEE
TAYLOR, Brooks; AMBROZHIA BURNETT, Julian;
SAVANNA GARTH, New Millenium; SHAUNTONISE
BATES, Prosser; BRENDA ROBINSON, Clemente;
CARL LEMONT HAYWARD JR., South Shore; ASHLEY
CROWDER, Amundsen; CIERA SANDERS, Hyde Park
NEW LOCATION The Neighborhood Capital
Budget Group has moved. Their new address is:
332 S. Michigan Avenue, Suite 500, Chicago,
Illinois, 60604. The group’s phone number
remains (312) 939-7198. The fax number is (312)
588-0750.
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